
27 Dec night at a second mass meeting Shuttlesworth read a tekgram (a draft of which 
appears below) from King asking the protesters to “keep riding” desegregated buses and 
to ‘911 up the jails of Birmingham” ifnecessary. The four hundred participants then 
voted unanimously to follow Kings advice and continue the integration effort. 
Although King’s letterhead is from a hotel i n  Detroit, he notes in  the text that he can’t 
get away from Montgomery, which suggests that the letter was mitten after he had 
returned home from Detroit. 

‘956 

Alabama Christian Movement for Human Rights, 
Rev. F. L. Shuttlesworth, 
President 

I had hoped to be with you in your meeting tonight, but important develop- 
ments here in Montgomery made it impossible for me to get away. You are deeply 
in my prayers and thoughts as you confront arrests, threats, bombings and all 
types of humiliating experiences. Your wise restraint, calm dignity and unfliching 
courage will be an inspiration to generations yet unborn. History records nothing 
more majestic and sublime than the determined courage of a people willing to 
suffer and sacrifice for the cause of freedom. The days ahead may be difficult, 
but do not despair. Those of use who stand amid the bleak and desolate midnight 
of man’s inhumanity to man must gain consolation from the fact that there is 
emerging a bright and glittering daybreak of freedom and justice. In closing I 
must say to you, keep moving toward the goal ofjustice. Keep riding the buses on a 
non-segregated basis. Keep living by the principle of non-violence. If necessary, fill 
up the jails of Birmingham. “PmhRemember. God lives! They that stand against 
him stand in a tragic and an already declared minority. They that stand with him 
stand in the glow of the world’s bright tomorrows. 

[signed ] 
M. L. King Jr. 

ALS. MLKP-MBU: Box 71. 

From Homer Alexander Jack 

27 December 1956 
Evanston. Ill. 
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Reporting thatjive Quakers met with Indian prime ministerJawaharla1 Nehru on 
21 December, Jack endorses their hope that the Kings would visit India and recommends 
as well a visit to the Gold Coast, which would become the independent nation of 
Ghana in March 1957. The Kings traveled to Ghana for the e-uent and two years later 
toured India accompanied by James Bristol, one of the Quakers who had met with 
Nehru. 
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27 Dec Dr. and Mrs. Martin Luther King, Jr. 
1956 309 S. Jackson 

Montgomery, Alabama 

Dear Friends, 

Just a word to tell you how thrilled I am at the relative ease in which the change- 
over was made in Montgomery. Your restraint has certainly paid off. It is good, 
too, to see other southern cities take up the fight. 

You might be interested to know that the very morning last week when you 
were first riding the buses again, a Quaker group was in New York City having an 
interview with Prime Minister Nehru of India and telling him about your bus 
protest. I was not a member of the group, but I was in New York and understand 
that Nehru said he knew something about your movement.’ The Quakers indi- 
cated that they hoped it would be possible for you to visit India soon. I think it 
would be a fine idea, but do not forget the possibility of the Gold Coast either! 

Kindest regards. 

Cordially, 
[signed] 
Homer A. Jack 

HAJ:ej 

TLS. MLKP-MBU: BOX 66. 

I. Dorothy M. Steere, one of the Quakers who talked with Nehru, had met with King during a visit 
to Montgomery in April. She later reported to King that Nehru “knew, of  course, about the bus  protest 
and had heard about your part in it, [but] unfortunately had not met you.” When asked aboutafuture 
visit by King to India, Nehru “responded with enthusiasm that he hoped this might be arranged” 
(Steere to King, 5 January 1957, MLKP-MBU: Box 65). 
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